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tracheal microphone sensor has been

developed for monitoring breathing. A back propagation neural network was used to detect apneas from

the peak rectified microphone signal. Unlike central
apneas, obstructive apneas cannot be easily differen-

tiated, because peaks resulting from attempts at
breathing are seen in the signal. Two networks were
trained to classify peak rectified signal into apnea and
breathing periods. The first network, that used 6
features calculated from the signal as input, correctly
classified 68170 breaths and 32134 apneas from the
test set. The second network, that used DFT
calculated from the signal as input, correctly classi-
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Figure 1. The tracheal microphone sensor. The width and
height of the sensor are 35 and 30 mm, respectively.

fied 28128 breaths and, 23123 apneas.
BACKGROUND
Cessations of breathing of more than 10 seconds are
called apneas. In an obstructive apnea the airflow ceases
due to an obstruction in the airways, but the respiratory
efforts are maintained. Central apneas, caused by a depression in the central nervous system, are characterrzed
by a cessation of both airflow and chest movements. Apneas are among the most commonly encountered post
operative complications and cause day time sleeping and

cardiac arrhythmia

in OSA

(obstructive sleep apnea)

patients.

Breathing can be monitored either by following the
respiratory effort - the chest movements - or the result the airflow. Sensors monitoring only the respiratory
effort are unable to detect obstructive apneas. In this
study a tracheal microphone sensor is presented. The
sensor measures the sound produced by the airflow in the
trachea. Reports of use of a microphone to detect apneas
can be found in the literature, for example in refs. U,2).
In these studies the classification of signal into apnea and
breathing periods has been done manually. In this work a
back propagation neural network (BPNN) was used to
detect both central and obstructive apneas from the peak
rectified sound signal.
Back propagation neural networks have proved to be
a powerful tool for signal classification and are used
widely in the area of biomedical signal processing. A
BPNN performs mapping of input vectors to desired output vectors based on the examples it has been trained
with. It has an input and output neuron layer and one or
more hidden neuron layers. Each neuron has as inputs the
outputs of the neurons in the previous layer and gives as
output a value, that is a function of the weighted sum of
the neuron's inputs. The training of the network is done
by adjusting the weights. In signal classification

the signal is often preprocessed before it is fed into the
network. This can include filtering of the signal and feature extraction or transform of the signal [3].
METHODS

The tracheal microphone sensor developed consists

of an electrete microphone placed in a housing that

is

attached to the patient's throat with double sided adhesive
tape. The sensor is comfortable in use compared to those
airflow measuring devices, that have to be attached to
face area (e.9.,thermistor, CO2-SerSor). In addition to the

microphone, the housing contains an electronic circuit
that amplifies, filters and peak rectifies the signal, and a
metal case for EMC protection (Figure 1). The frequency
range used is 250-550 Hz and the peak rectifying is done
with a corner frequency of 1,4 Hz. The frequency range
is narrow to exclude background noise. Silicone or some
other shielding material can be used inside the sensor for
further filtering of background noise.

Peak rectified tracheal microphone signal was recorded from 15 patients in the sleep laboratory of Tampere University Hospital to see, how central and obstructive apneas appear in the signal. A sampling frequency of
100 Hz was used. Signals from two respiratory belts and
a thermistor sensor were also recorded to be used as reference. Central apneas could be easily differentiated
from the peak rectified signal by the signal's amplitude
(Figure 2). During obstructive apneas, however, peaks
resulting from breathing trials were seen in the signal
(Figure 3).
Two BPNNs were trained to classify tracheal microphone signal into apnea and breathing periods. The first
network had six input and two output neurons and one
hidden layer with a varying number of neurons. Minima
and maxima were detected from the signal and for each
minimum-minimum-period (representing either a breath
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Figure 2.Peak rectified signal from a central apnea.
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an obstructive apnea.

or an apnea peak) 6 features were determined to be used
as input for the first network. The features were 1) the
maximum value of the signal during the period, 2) the
maximum second derivative, 3) the rise time (time from
min. to max.), 4) the fall time, 5) the relation of the
duration of the period to the duration of the before
previous period and 6) the difference in the area of the
detected breath or apnea peak to that of a half wave
length of sine with same base width and height. Feature
vectors calculated from 70 minimum-minimum-periods
from shallow breathing situations and 70 periods from

obstructive and central apnea situations from four
patients were used as a training set.

To calculate the input for the second network the
sampling frequency of the signal was changed to 50 Hz
and it was cut into signals of 5.12 seconds. The resulting
signals were windowed with a Tukey window and a 256point discrete fourier transform (DFT) was calculated
from each signal. The resolution of the spectra was 0.2
Hz. Twenty first elements of the DFT were used as input
for the network. The network had 20 input, 2 output and
a varying number of hidden neurons in one hidden layer.
The training set contained spectra from 96 breathing
periods and 32 apnea periods from the same four patients
as with the first network.
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Figure 4. The feature vectors used in the training of the
network. Vectors in figures a) and b) are calculated from
breathing and apnea periods, respectively.

network
6 feature

network 68/70

32t34

23/23
28128
DFT network
Table 1. Classification results for the two networks.

CONCLUSION

By using a microphone to measure the sound of
airflow in the trachea and a back propagation neural
network to classify the peak rectified signal into
breathing and apnea periods it is possible to detect both
central and obstructive apneas. Good classification
results were obtained by using as inputs for the network
either 6 features calculated for each breath or apnea peak
or a DFT calculated from a constant time window. To
train a network for use in a real clinical situation a larger
training set should be used, to include all possible types
of signal.
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